(Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2012;5:e101.)
We appreciate the thoughtful comments raised by Dr Obeyesekere based on his work on the initiating post pacing interval (PPI) in differentiating mechanisms of supraventricular tachycardia. Our group has had an interest in this mechanistic concept as well, but we have observed disparate findings in the setting of scar-mediated ventricular tachycardia.
Analysis of the initiating PPI at pace-mapped induction (PMI) sites fell into 3 categories: (1) inability to interpret a consistent electrogram to measure the initiating PPI; (2) likely resetting or entrainment rather than induction; and (3) suitable for analysis with a clear, distinguishable initiating beat. In 6 patients, a reproducible electrogram was not seen in diastole because of saturation of the pacing channel, artifact, or filtering. Importantly, as reported in the article, termination of ventricular tachycardia could be achieved in these regions of PMI where diastolic recordings were not evident.
Among the 14 PMI sites with interpretable data, the initiating PPI was within 30 ms of tachycardia cycle length (TCL) in only 2 patients, and these appeared to be the result of repetitive resetting or entrainment, where the initiating beat was not clearly identifiable. At the other 12 PMI sites, only 1 site exhibited an initiating PPI within 30 ms of TCL. The mean initiating PPI−TCL difference was 93±52 ms. At 4 PMI sites, concealed entrainment with PPI within 30 ms of TCL was demonstrated, and all demonstrated long initiating PPI (>30 ms than TCL).
These data suggest that when a critical and functional conduction delay is present, pacing from within an isthmus can initiate reentrant tachycardia without an extrastimulus. The behavior of pacing within scar is unlike that of normal tissue as seen in supraventricular tachycardia, although the concept of a requisite delay to initiate reentry is similar. The figure demonstrates functional variability of the initiating PPI at a near-perfectly matched PMI site at 2 different pacing rates. Importantly, the exact same ventricular tachycardia initiated has a longer cycle length when greater conduction slowing is seen at initiation from a faster pacing drive. We believe that the phenomenon of PMI is specific and unique for regions of slow conduction within scar, and this analysis further supports this observation. Further studies of the mechanism of multiple exit site and PMI and their relation to scar architecture are ongoing in our group.
Figure.
Pace-mapped induction of a targeted ventricular tachycardia (VT) with initiating postpacing intervals >30 ms than the tachycardia cycle length. The pace map is a near-perfect match for the induced VT, and at a faster induction pacing train, there is more functional delay, as evidenced by a longer initiating postpacing interval and a longer tachycardia cycle length. Termination of VT occurred promptly at this site during ablation. Abl indicates ablation.
